
THE CHOICE OF WORKING PROFESSIONALS

THE INTEGRATED WORKFLOW
SYSTEM FOR PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS WORLDWIDE

MODULAR, SKIN AND MULTIMEDIA
COMPONENTS SYSTEMS

Seattle-based Reuters photographer, Anthony 
Bolante, using the Modular Component System 
during Stage 2 of the Amgen Tour of California.

San Francisco 49ers team photographer Terrell Lloyd wearing the 
Modular Component System during a game against the Arizona 
Cardinals at Candlestick Park. 

Boris Roessler, with dpa (Deutsche Presse-Agentur), shooting 
with the Change Up and Lens Changer 50 during violent Anti-Nato 
protests in Strasbourg, France. Photo: Uwe Anspach

Marcio Sanchez and the Skin Set in 
action during riots in Oakland, CA.
Photo: Ray Chavez 

Suhaimi Abdullah covering the JP Morgan Corporate 
Challenge run in Singapore with the Skin Component 
System. Photo: Suhaimi Abdullah



MODULAR AND SKIN COMPONENT SYSTEMS
CARRYING SOLUTIONS THAT MOVE WITH 
YOU ALWAYS READY WHEN YOU ARE ROTAT
TION AND LOCKING MECHANISMS FULL INT
EGRATION WITH COMPLETE PRODUCT LINE
ACCOMODATES PRO LENSES WITH THE HOO
D STILL ATTACHED INTEGRATED RAIN COVE
R FOR BAD WEATHER THREE TYPES OF BEL
TS TO FIT YOUR SHOOTING STYLE SPEED A
ND ACCESSIBILITY COMPONENTS CREATED
AND DESIGNED FOR PROFESSIONAL PHOTO
GRAPHERS THE PROVEN SYSTEM FOR YOU 

Tiffany Brown using the Pro Speed Belt with the Modular Component System
Photo: Tiffany Brown 



WHAT IS A MODULAR COMPONENT SYSTEM AND WHO USES IT?
A Modular Component System is the best carrying solution for photographers who require quick and immediate access to their photo equipment. 
It consists of individual lens and accessory pouches that attach to and slide around a specially designed belt. Since the pouches are modular, 
the carrying system can be reconfigured to match any assignment, under any condition.

Modular Component Systems are used to shoot sporting events, weddings and other news gathering events where rapid camera gear  
deployment is essential. The ability to customize a lighter weight, less cumbersome carrying system has also attracted more travel and  
nature photographers to the Modular Component System.

Some photographers choose a minimalist approach to photographing an assignment. Rather than carrying a shoulder bag or backpack, they 
choose to carry one or two DSLR cameras, ready to shoot. A Modular Component System facilitates the use of multiple cameras, as well 
as additional lenses, batteries or flashes. Continue reading for more key features and how your style of photography can benefit from using 
Think Tank Photo’s Modular Component System. 
 
 
KEY FEATURES OF THE THINK TANK PHOTO MODULAR COMPONENT SYSTEM:

1. ROTATION: the ability to rotate or slide component bags 
individually around a belt

• ALL Think Tank Photo Modular, Skin and Multimedia Components 
are designed to ROTATE on the belt for immediate ACCESS to 
gear and overall comfort.

• Think Tank’s system allows photographers the choice to  
ROTATE or LOCK the components on the belt:

- Rotate: enables components to slide freely around the belt. 
- Lock: fixes components in static positions on the belt. 

• Advantages of ROTATION:

1. Weight Distribution: rotating the bags periodically during 
the event not only allows access to gear, but makes the 
belt more comfortable since the position of the weight is 
changed.

2. Crowd Navigation: rotating the bags behind the back 
enables you to navigate through crowds easily, reducing 
obstacles to movement.

3. Alternative Shooting Positions: rotating the bags to different 
positions on the belt places gear out of the way while 
crouched, laying on the ground, or braced against a wall.

4. 360º Rotation: modular components can rotate 360º around 
all Thin Skin and Pro Speed Belts, right over the front buckle. 

2. CAPACITY: accommodates the width and depth of fast 
lenses

Camera lenses such as the 16–35 f2.8, 24–70 f2.8 and 70–200 
f2.8, are considered “fast” lenses because of their wide aperture 
openings. These lenses also have very wide lens hoods that are 
supplied by the manufacturer. A lens hood blocks errant light from 
skimming across the lens, causing lens flare and decreased color 
saturation. That function allows photographers to submit the cleanest 
possible images. Since the depth and width of each lens hood is  
different, it is important to choose a modular pouch that accommodates 
each one’s unique dimensions. 

• The Think Tank Photo pouches are specifically designed to carry 

large lenses with the lens hoods attached in shooting position. For 
example, the Modular Lens Changer 50 and the Skin 50 are both 
designed for a 16–35 f2.8 with its lens hood in position. The lens 
can be easily inserted and withdrawn from either pouch with the 
lens hoods facing forward, ready to shoot. No need to fumble 
about to reattach the hood in the proper position.

• Think Tank offers special products, like the Lens Changer 75 
Pop Down and the Skin 75 Pop Down. The “Pop Down” is a 
unique bag extension that allows the lens hood on a 70–200 f2.8 
to remain in shooting position. If a smaller bag size is preferred, 
the Pop Down can remain retracted and the lens hood reversed 
for storage. 

3. SPEED: the ability to quickly change lenses

The Think Tank Photo Modular Component System lets you slide a 
lens pouch around the belt for easy access, store the lens without 
struggling with its lens hood, and reattach a different lens quickly. 

• Think Tank Photo Lens Changers have an open top secured  
by an elastic drawstring. Having an open top is the fastest way  
to pull a lens from the pouch. No need to contend with a flap,  
zippered, or buckled enclosure.

• The Think Tank Photo Skin Series pouches have a flap sealed 
closed by hook-and-loop, but the flap can be tucked inside the 
bag so the top remains completely open, allowing for ultra-fast 
lens changing. 

• The most efficient way to change lenses is to keep one empty 
pouch on the belt. When a lens is detached from the camera, 
drop it into the empty pouch, then pull a different lens from  
another pouch and attach it to the camera body. With fewer 
lenses to juggle, photographers can concentrate their attention 
on getting the shot. 

• The Whip it Out bag is the FASTEST way to change out a 
70–200 f2.8 telephoto lens. The Whip It Out features a vertical 
compression zipper that quickly tightens the entire bag around 
the lens. When unzipped, the entire bag loosens, making 
withdrawing the lens effortless. The Whip It Out is also the most 
compact bag made to carry a 70–200 f2.8 lens with its hood in 
position.



4. PACKING FOR TRAVEL: compressible and less bulk

For photographers who travel frequently, pouches that compress 
and fold make packing and storage easier.

• The Think Tank Photo Skin Series pouches are completely  
unpadded. The ability to flatten completely is a tremendous  
advantage for photographers who must travel under severely  
limited luggage weight and size requirements. A rain cover 
located in a zippered pocket at the bottom of each Skin pouch 
provides some padding for the lens. 

5. STREAMLINING: navigating through a crowd

Lens pouches that stick out too far away from the body make walking 
through a crowd extremely difficult. 

• Even when a lens is carried inside a Skin Series pouch, it sticks 
out a minimal amount from the body. Bulkier systems that use 
thick foam become a hindrance when navigating through crowds. 
Skin pouches compress flat when empty, therefore reducing a 
photographer’s profile when the lens is removed from the pouch. 

6. NOISE REDUCTION: silence is golden 

Photographers encounter many environments where the sound of 
hook-and-loop ripping apart becomes a distraction and nuisance. 

• The Think Tank Skin Series pouches have the ability to turn 
the ripping sound “On” or “Off” with a special feature called the 
“Sound Silencer” on each hook-and-loop strip. When Sound  
Silencers are active, a panel covers one side of the hook-and-
loop, preventing noisy ripping sounds. 

7. STABILITY: keep your belt on 

The belt of a Modular Component System should NOT loosen during 
use and it should adjust tighter as needed. Moving around with 
the weight of lenses and other equipment, an adjustable belt can 
become loose. Needless to say, it can be exceptionally annoying to 
feel like your pants are falling down during a photo shoot. Special 
implementations need to be used to keep the belt snug around the 
waist. 

• The Think Tank Skin, Pro, and Steroid Speed Belts all use a 
special metal Buckle Stop that can be adjusted to a designated 
size around on the waist. The Buckle Stop will not loosen the belt 
during even vigorous movement and it still allows the belt to be 
adjusted tighter around the waist.

STORAGE VS ACTIVE SHOOTING

There is a distinct difference between bags used for transport and 
storage versus bags used as a “working” carrying solution while 
actively shooting. Camera backpacks and shoulder bags are good 
solutions for transporting camera gear from one location to another. 
However, once on location, a Modular Component System becomes 
a superior “working” solution because all essential gear can be 
carried with greater freedom of movement. Active photographers 
also know that carrying one or two cameras out of the bag, ready 
to shoot, is the best method to be prepared to capture spontaneous 
moments.

 

This is a good example of an Airport Acceleration backpack being  
used for “transportation” of the gear, but loaded with modular 
components. Once at the destination, a photographer can pick and 
choose equipment for that particular assignment, attach it to the 
belt, and start shooting. 

Most event photographers prefer rolling camera bags to transport 
their gear because of the amount of equipment they choose to bring 
to an assignment. Once at the venue, they use a Modular Component 
System. The rolling camera bag can be locked to an immovable 
object in a secure location and used as a gear cache to return to as 
needed.

One great thing about a Modular Component System is the ability to 
keep components attached to a belt that can simply be placed into a 
messenger bag without disassembly. Therefore, a photographer can 
use a Modular System with an ordinary bag as a carrying solution 
without being identified as a photographer with expensive equipment. 
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SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHY:

It is difficult to generalize about what a sports photographer would 
use during a particular sporting event. Common considerations are: 
mobility during the event, proximity to the action, the available light 
and the weather. A camera backpack or a rolling camera bag would 
be used for transporting camera equipment to the venue and a 
Modular Component System used during the actual shooting of the 
sporting event.

Pro Speed Belt: Most photographers use the Think Tank Pro Speed 
Belt. It is padded but not bulky and allows Modular Components to 
slide freely along the belt. Sports players move fast. Photographers 
can too, with this comfortable belt.

Skin 75 Pop Down or LC 75 Pop Down or Whip It Out: The 
70–200 f2.8 lens is necessary when a player may come closer to a 
photo position. The Skin 75 Pop Down and Lens Changer 75 Pop 
Down have a “Pop Down” feature that allows the 70–200 lens hood 
to be kept in position, ready to shoot. Some sports photographers 
always keep a 70–200 f2.8 attached to a DSLR, over the shoulder 
if a shorter telephoto is needed quickly. One optional strategy is to 
use an empty Skin 75 Pop Down or Lens Changer 75 Pop Down 
to “holster” the 70–200 with the camera body attached, resting on 
top of the lens pouch and the camera strap over the shoulder as 
a safety. This keeps the DSLR and 70–200 from wildly swinging 
around while moving around the playing field. The Whip It Out is a 
good option when rapid access to the 70–200 is necessary and an 
extra DSLR body is not available.

Lens Changer 35 or Lens Changer 50 or Skin 50: A sports  
photographer who shoots football will typically carry a wide-angle 
zoom lens for shooting near the end zone or for post game portraits.  
A 24–70 f2.8 or 16–35 f2.8 are usual lens choices. The Lens 
Changer 35 carries a 24–70 f2.8 with the lens hood in position. A 
comparable option for a 24–70 in the Skin Series is the Skin 75 Pop 
Down, which easily fits the lens without extending the Pop Down. 
The 16–35 f2.8 easily fits into either the Lens Changer 50 or Skin 
50 with the lens hood in position.

Lens Drop In: Think Tank makes this very special bag for 1.4x  
and 2x teleconverters that can be attached to super telephoto 
lenses, like a 400 f2.8, to extend the lens’ focal length. The Lens 
Drop In is designed with a non-elastic cord as a closure system to 
keep contents inside without locking the bag shut. The Lens Drop 
In also has a soft interior lining so lens caps do not need to remain 
attached to the teleconverter. The lens can simply be dropped into 
and pulled out of the bag. 

Trim Changer: Sometimes photographers need a primary organizer 
for smaller stuff, such as extra batteries, memory cards, a cell 
phone, or a teleconverter. As its name suggests, the Trim Changer 
fulfills this need without being excessively oversized. Since Modular 
Components can rotate 360º around the Thin Skin and Pro Speed 
Belts, the Trim Changer can be positioned conveniently right over 
the belt buckle or anywhere on the belt.

Pixel Pocket Rocket: Holds 10 CF (Compact Flash) cards without 
the individual plastic cases. Shooting sports sometimes requires 
“machine gunning” certain peak action moments, making it critical 
to have enough memory cards available. The Pixel Pocket Rocket 
includes a lanyard for keeping it connected to a bag, to prevent loss.

PHOTOJOURNALISM:

The “trifecta” of lenses for photojournalists is the 70–200 f2.8, 
24–70 f2.8 and 16–35 f2.8 lenses. Quite often the 70–200 will be 
attached to one DSLR body and the 16–35 to another. 

Pro Speed Belt or Thin Skin Belt: Photojournalists may only need 
two to three modular bags, depending on preference. The unpadded 
Thin Skin Belt is often a good choice because it is extremely  

compressible and packs easily for travel. 

Skin 75 Pop Down or LC 75 Pop Down or Whip It Out: The 70-
200 f2.8 is an essential lens for almost all assignments. The Skin 
75 Pop Down and Lens Changer 75 Pop Down have a “Pop Down” 
feature that fits a 70–200 with its lens hood in position ready to 
shoot.  Some photographers always keep a 70–200 f2.8 attached 
to a DSLR, over the shoulder. One optional strategy is to use an 
empty Skin 75 Pop Down or Lens Changer 75 Pop Down to “holster” 
the 70–200 with the camera body attached, resting it on top of the 
lens pouch while keeping the camera strap over the shoulder as a  
safety. This keeps the DSLR and 70–200 from swinging uncontrolled 
while shooting with the other camera. The Whip It Out is a good 
option when rapid access to the 70–200 is necessary but an extra 
DSLR body is not available.

Lens Changer 35 or Lens Changer 50 or Skin 50: The Lens 
Changer 35 carries a 24–70 f2.8 with the lens hood in position. A 
comparable option for a 24–70 in the Skin Series is the Skin 75 Pop 
Down, which easily fits the lens without extending the Pop Down. 
The 16–35 f2.8 easily fits into either the Lens Changer 50 or Skin 
50 with the lens hood in position.

Trim Changer: Sometimes photographers need a primary organizer 
for smaller stuff, such as extra batteries, memory cards, or a cell 
phone. As its name suggests, the Trim Changer fulfills this need 
without being excessively oversized. Since Modular Components 
can rotate 360º around the Thin Skin and Pro Speed Belts, the Trim 
Changer can be positioned conveniently right over the belt buckle 
or anywhere on the belt.

Pixel Pocket Rocket: Holds 10 CF (Compact Flash) cards without 
the individual plastic cases. Some photojournalists shoot a number  
of assignments each day, so it is important to carry a sufficient 
quantity of CF cards, and then some. The Pixel Pocket Rocket  
includes a lanyard for keeping it connected to a bag, to prevent loss.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY:

Wedding photography is more difficult to generalize because 
individual wedding photographers have unique shooting styles and 
lenses choices. Some wedding photographers use the same lenses 
as photojournalists, with the addition of prime lenses such as the 
50 f1.2 or an 85 f1.2 to achieve a specific visual effect. It is also 
important that a wedding photographer looks neat and professional. 
Minimizing the visual impact of their photo equipment while shooting 
is an important consideration. The Skin Component System is a 
good choice because they are designed to be visually discreet and 
lie flat against the body when empty. The Skin Series pouches also 
incorporate the “Sound Silencer” feature for eliminating the ripping 
sound the hook-and-loop flap makes when it is opened.

Pro Speed Belt or Skin Belt: Either belt will work in this application. 
It just depends on personal preference for a padded or unpadded belt.  

Skin 50 AND Skin 75 Pop Down: These two lens cases cover the 
entire range of lenses from fast prime lenses to a 70-200mm f2.8, 
with its lens hood in position. 

Pixel Pocket Rocket: Holds 10 CF (Compact Flash) cards. An 
extra pocket for business cards is built in and carries a small stack 
cards. The Pixel Pocket Rocket also includes a lanyard for keeping 
it connected to a bag, to prevent loss.

TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHY:

Travel photographers face numerous environmental considerations 
including humidity, sand, dust, and salt water. The main “transportation 
solution” is typically a carry on size rolling camera bag or backpack. 
Modular Components can be packed, empty inside checked  

MODULAR COMPONENT SET-UPS FOR DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF PHOTOGRAPHY
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luggage, or used as an alternative to dividers, and use Modular 
Component System to work as light and free as possible. 

Pro Speed Belt or Skin Belt: Either belt will work in this application. 
It depends on personal preference for a padded or unpadded belt.  

Digital Holster 20 or 40: Think Tank Digital Holster bags are fully 
compatible with any Think Tank belt. Digital Holsters completely  
enclose a DSLR with an attached lens and are padded for protection 
from the elements. Like our other components, the Digital Holsters 
can slide on the belt or be locked into position. 

Skin 50 or Skin 75 Pop Down: These lens pouches are very 
versatile. They completely flatten when empty, which is helpful for 
packing and using in the field. Either bag can complement a Digital 
Holster on daily excursions, bringing just the right combination of 
gear for the moment. 

Pixel Pocket Rocket: Holds 10 CF (Compact Flash) cards. An 
extra pocket for business cards is built in and carries a small stack 
cards. The Pixel Pocket Rocket also includes a lanyard for keeping 
it connected to a bag, to prevent loss.

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY:

Nature photographers typically choose camera backpacks for the 
combination of mobility and capacity. However, photo backpacks 
must constantly be taken off the shoulders to access gear, which 
is a real hassle. Some nature photographers will hike with their 
preferred camera and lens out of the bag or attach one to two lens 
cases to the backpack’s belt. One option is to use the backpack for 
transportation and storage only. Once at the destination, specific 
equipment can be loaded into the lighter Modular Component  
System for use during daily excursions. 

Pro Speed Belt or Skin Belt: Either belt will work in this application. 
It depends on personal preference for a padded or unpadded belt.

Lens Changer 50 AND LC 75 Pop Down: These are lightly padded 
and suited for attaching to a backpack belt or a Think Tank belt, and 
they hold fast lenses such as a 16–35 2.8 or a 70–200 2.8.

CHOOSING A BELT OR HARNESS

Pro Speed Belt (4 sizes): This is the most popular Think Tank 
Modular belt type. It is padded, without being too bulky, and is  
specifically designed so components rotate around the belt. The 
Pro Speed Belt is typically Think Tank’s first recommendation to 
photographers who are new to the Modular Component System 
concept. 

Thin Skin Belts (2 sizes): A Skin Belt is made of webbing and 
does not have any padding. Many photographers prefer using  
this belt with two to three lenses in order to take advantage of its 
compact size. The rotating components around the belt allow for  
the shifting of equipment for maximum comfort and convenience. 
The Thin Skin Belt is excellent for travel because it packs  
completely flat.

Steroid Speed Belts (4 sizes): This is heavy-duty belt with 3.5” 
wide padding and a “Modular Rail” permanently attaches to the 
outside of the padding. (The way the Modular Rail is attached limits 
the Modular Components’ rotation to only half way around the belt.) 

Photographers who favor the Steroid Speed Belt prefer the extra 
support that the wider padding provides for carrying heavier loads 
of equipment (usually four to six components) on the belt. 

Pixel Racing Harness: This harness can be attached to any Think 
Tank belt for distributing the weight onto the shoulders in unison 
with the belt. We suggest that photographers rotate the components 
to various positions on the belt to find a comfortable position for the 
bags. In some cases it is better to support the belt with the Pixel 
Racing Harness so that the weight can balance between the hips 
and the shoulders. The modular components can still be rotated 
from the back to the front. 

Belly Dancer: This unique harness allows the Modular Components 
to be mounted on the front of the body. There are certain types of 
photographic genres, such as sports and photojournalism, where it 
is advantageous to always have gear situated in front of the body.

CHOOSING THE CORRECT THINK TANK COMPONENTS FOR A MODULAR SYSTEM:

Skin Components:
• Completely unpadded for least amount of bulk.
• Does not protrude away from the body like heavily padded bags.
• When the lens is removed, it lays completely flat against the body.
• Even though it has a “flap,” it can be tucked inside so the pouch 

stays completely open for fast lens changing .
• “Sound Silencer” feature allows the hook-and-loop tearing sound 

to be switched on or off .
• Ideal weight and easily packable sizes for traveling.
• Seam-sealed rain cover included.

Modular Components:
• Lightly padded with 3mm foam to protect equipment against 

bumps and scrapes.
• For super fast lens changing, the top of the Lens Changers are 

completely open with an elastic drawstring closure.
• Padded inserts are removable in the Trim Changer and the Speed 

Changer.
• Specialized solutions are offered in this collection, like the Lens 

Drop In (teleconverters), Whip it Out (for a 70–200 f2.8), and the 
Lightning Fast (strobes).

Multimedia Wired Up Components 
• Specifically designed for use in combination with video enabled 

HDSLRs.
• Specific pouches to carry shotgun microphones, wireless lavalier 

microphone sets, and Marantz or Edirol audio recorders.
• Fully compatible with the Multimedia Wired Up belt packs.

Digital Holster Camera Bags
• Five different sizes to carry DSLRs with lenses attached.
• Fully compatible with Think Tank belts.
• They can attach and either slide on the belt or be locked into  

position.
• Features the zippered “pop down” on the bottom of the bag so that 

a lens hood can be extended and in position.



MODULAR COMPONENTS: 
MID-WEIGHT PADDED BAGS, ACOOMODATES 
PRO LENSES WITH LENS HOOD IN POSITION 

SKIN COMPONENT SYSTEM: 
UNPADDED AND COMPRESSIBLE BAGS FOR 
EASY STORAGE, USAGE, AND TRANSPORT

MULTIMEDIA COMPONENTS: 
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR COMMONLY 
USED AUDIO AND RECORDING DEVICES, 
BELTPACKS DESIGNED FOR HDSLR CAMERAS

Fernando E Motta shooting at the end of runway of Princess Juliana International Airport in St. Maarten. 
Photo: Robert J Cijntje
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Hearst Castle Event: Friends of Hearst Castle 
Photo: Tom Meinhold

Photographer Doug Duran using the Modular 
Belt System and Pixel Racing Harness.

Photo: Sherman Chu 

Tiffany Brown and Air Force One 
Photo: Isaac Brekken

Rey Josue II photographing the Stuntfarm flatland freestyle 
competition round 3 in Reno, Nevada with the Modular 
Component System. Photo: Rey Josue II

Gary Cashman wearing the Skin Set and Belly 
Dancer Harness in a US Army Blackhawk 
helicopter, conducting an aerial survey in 
South Korea. Photo: Gary Cashman


